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ABSTRACT 

Cloud computing is offering utility-oriented IT services to users worldwide. Based on a pay-as-you-go model, it 
enables hosting of pervasive applications from consumer, scientific, and business domains. However, data centers 
hosting Cloud applications consume huge amounts of energy, contributing to high operational costs and carbon 
footprints to the environment. Therefore, we need Green Cloud computing solutions that can not only save energy 
for the environment but also reduce operational costs. This paper presents vision, challenges, and architectural 
elements for energy-efficient management of Cloud computing environments. In this paper we present vision, 
challenges, and architectural elements for energy-efficient management of Cloud computing environments, 
ENERGY-EFFICIENT SCHEDULING. We focus on the development of dynamic resource provisioning and 
allocation algorithms that consider the synergy between various data center infrastructures (i.e., the hardware, power 
units, cooling and software), and holistically work to boost data center energy efficiency and performance. In 
particular, this paper proposes (a) architectural principles for energy-efficient management of Clouds; (b) energy-
efficient resource allocation policies and scheduling algorithms considering quality-of-service expectations, and 
devices power usage characteristics; and (c) a novel software technology for energy-efficient management of 
Clouds. We have validated our approach by conducting a set of rigorous performance evaluation study using the 
Clouds toolkit. The results demonstrate that Cloud computing model has immense potential as it offers significant 
performance gains as regards to response time and cost saving under dynamic workload scenarios. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing is entering our lives and dramatically changing the way people parses information. Cloud provides 
platforms enabling a large variety of terminal devices owned by individuals to operate. There are about 1.5 billion 
computers and 6 billion mobile phones in the world today. The next generation of user devices offers not only 
constant readiness for operation, but also constant information consumption. In such an environment, computing, 
information storage, and communication becomes a utility. Cloud computing is an effective way to offer 
manageable and secure Infrastructure with reduced cost of operations. Cloud computing relies on the data centers as 
their primary backend computing infrastructure. Currently, over 500 thousand data centers are deployed worldwide. 
The operation of large geographically distributed data centers requires a considerable amount of energy that 
accounts for a large slice of the total operational costs. The Gartner group estimates that the energy consumption 
accounts for up to 10% of the current data center operational expenses (OPEX), and this estimate may rise to 50% in 
the next few years. The cost of energy for running servers may already be greater than the cost of the hardware itself 
. In 2010, data centers consumed about 1.5% of the world’s electricity. In terms of CO2 emissions, it corresponds to 
more than 50 million metric tons annually. Energy efficient computing has never been the primary goal of the IT 
industry. Since the 1980s, the only target for the IT industry has been to deliver more and faster computational 
power, which was normally achieved by packing more electronics into a smaller space, and running the packaging at 
a higher frequency. Higher power consumption generates heat and requires an accompanying cooling system that 
costs in the range of $2 to $5 million per year for classical data centers. In most cases, the cooling systems require 
more power than the core IT equipment. In data centers, to ensure high levels of reliability, there is an overprovision 
of computing, storage, power distribution, and cooling infrastructures. Therefore, the energy consumption is not 
proportionate to the workload processing. To measure this inefficiency, the Green Grid Consortium developed two 
metrics, the Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE) and the Data Center Infrastructure Efficiency (DCIE). Both PUE and 
DCIE account for the proportion of power delivered to the IT equipment relative to the total power consumed by the 
data center facility. Currently, roughly 40% of the total energy is consumed by the IT equipment. Other systems 
contributing to the data center energy consumptions are cooling and power distribution systems that account for 
approximately 45% and 15% of total energy consumption, respectively. There are two main alternatives for making 
data center consume less energy: (a) shutting it down or (b) scaling down its performance. The former method, 
commonly referred to as Dynamic Power Management (DPM) results in most of the savings as the average 
workload often stays below 30% in cloud computing systems. The latter corresponds to the Dynamic Voltage and 
Frequency Scaling (DVFS) technology that can adjust the hardware performance and power consumption to match 
the corresponding characteristics of the workload. In this paper, we design a scheduling approach for a cloud 
computing system that optimizes the energy consumption of the data center IT equipment while providing load 
balancing of traffic flowing within the data center network. An effective distribution of network traffic improves 
Quality of Service (QoS) of running cloud applications by reducing communication-related delays and congestion-
related packet losses. The validation results, obtained from the Green Cloud simulator , underline the benefits and 
efficiency of the proposed scheduling methodology. Specifically, the main contributions of the paper are the 
following: 

• Design of a scheduler which optimizes energy efficiency and load balancing of network traffic in cloud 
computing data centers; 

• Development of a formal model followed by the e-STAB scheduler for the selection of a proper server, a 
rack and a module for each incoming to the data center workload in real time. 

• Comprehensive performance evaluation of the e-STAB scheduler and comparison with other consolidation 
based data center schedulers. 
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.2. Cloud Infrastructure: Challenges and Requirements 

Modern data centers, operating under the Cloud computing model are hosting a variety of applications ranging from 
those that run for a few seconds (e.g. serving requests of web applications such as e-commerce and social networks 
portals with transient workloads) to those that run for longer periods of time (e.g. simulations or large data set 
processing) on shared hardware platforms. The need to manage multiple applications in a data center creates the 
challenge of on-demand resource provisioning and allocation in response to time-varying workloads. Normally, data 
center resources are statically allocated to applications, based on peak load characteristics, in order to maintain 
isolation and provide performance guarantees. Until recently, high performance has been the sole concern in data 
center deployments and this demand has been fulfilled without paying much attention to energy consumption. The 
average data center consumes as much energy as 25,000 households. As energy costs are increasing while 
availability dwindles, there is a need to shift focus from optimizing data center resource management for pure 
performance to optimizing for energy efficiency while maintaining high service level performance. “The total 
estimated energy bill for data centers in 2010 is $11.5 billion and energy costs in a typical data center double every 
five years”, according to McKinsey report. Data centers are not only expensive to maintain, but also unfriendly to 
the environment. Data centers now drive more in carbon emissions than both Argentina and the Netherlands. High 
energy costs and huge carbon footprints are incurred due to massive amounts of electricity needed to power and cool 
numerous servers hosted in these data centers. Cloud service providers need to adopt measures to ensure that their 
profit margin is not dramatically reduced due to high energy costs. For instance, Google, Microsoft, and Yahoo are 
building large data centers in barren desert land surrounding the Columbia River, USA to exploit cheap and reliable 
hydroelectric power. There is also increasing pressure from Governments worldwide to reduce carbon footprints, 
which have a significant impact on climate change. For example, the Japanese government has established the Japan 
Data Center Council to address the soaring energy consumption of data centers. Leading computing service 
providers have also recently formed a global consortium known as The Green Grid to promote energy efficiency for 
data centers and minimize their environmental impact. Lowering the energy usage of data centers is a challenging 
and complex issue because computing applications and data are growing so quickly that increasingly larger servers 
and disks are needed to process them fast enough within the required time period. Green Cloud computing is 
envisioned to achieve not only efficient processing and utilization of computing infrastructure, but also minimize 
energy consumption. This is essential for ensuring that the future growth of Cloud computing is sustainable. 
Otherwise, Cloud computing with increasingly pervasive front-end client devices interacting with back-end data 
centers will cause an enormous escalation of energy usage. To address this problem, data center resources need to be 
managed in an energy-efficient manner to drive Green Cloud computing. In particular, Cloud resources need to be 
allocated not only to satisfy QoS requirements specified by users via Service Level Agreements (SLA), but also to 
reduce energy usage. 

3. Energy-Aware Data Centre Resource Allocation 

The problem of VM allocation can be divided in two: the first part is admission of new requests for VM 
provisioning and placing the VMs on hosts, whereas the second part is optimization of current allocation of VMs. 
The first part can be seen as a bin packing problem with variable bin sizes and prices. To solve it we apply 
modification of the Best Fit Decreasing (BFD) algorithm that is shown to use no more than 11/9 OPT + 1 bins 
(where OPT is the number of bins given by the optimal solution). In our modification (MBFD) we sort all VMs in 
decreasing order of current utilization and allocate each VM to a host that provides the least increase of power 
consumption due to this allocation. This allows leveraging heterogeneity of the nodes by choosing the most power-
efficient ones. The complexity of the allocation part of the algorithm is name, where n is the number of VMs that 
have to be allocated and m is the number of hosts. Optimization of current allocation of VMs is carried out in two 
steps: at the first step we select VMs that need to be migrated, at the second step chosen VMs are placed on hosts 
using MBFD algorithm. We propose four heuristics for choosing VMs to migrate. The first heuristic, Single 
Threshold (ST), is based on the idea of setting upper utilization threshold for hosts and placing VMs while keeping 
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the total utilization of CPU below this threshold. The aim is to preserve free resources to prevent SLA violation due 
to consolidation in cases when utilization by VMs increases. At each time frame all VMs are reallocated using 
MBFD algorithm with additional condition of keeping the upper utilization threshold not violated. The new 
placement is achieved by live migration of VMs. The other three heuristics are based on the idea of setting upper 
and lower utilization thresholds for hosts and keeping total utilization of CPU by all VMs between these thresholds. 
If the utilization of CPU for a host goes below the lower threshold, all VMs have to be migrated from this host and 
the host has to be switched off in order to eliminate the idle power consumption. If the utilization goes over the 
upper threshold, some VMs have to be migrated from the host to reduce utilization in order to prevent potential SLA 
violation. We propose three policies for choosing VMs that have to be migrated from the host. 

• Minimization of Migrations (MM) –Migrating the least number of VMs to minimize migration overhead. 

• Highest Potential Growth (HPG) – migrating VMs that have the lowest usage of CPU relatively to the requested in 
order to minimize total potential increase of the utilization and SLA violation. 

• Random Choice (RC) –  Choosing the necessary number of VMs by picking them according to a uniformly 
distributed random variable. 

The complexity of the MM algorithm is proportional to the product of the number of over- and under-utilized hosts 
and 

the number of VMs allocated to these hosts. The results of a simulation-based evaluation of the proposed algorithms 
in termsof power consumption, 

3.1. SIMULATION OF ENERGY-EFFICIENT DATA CENTER 

A. Energy Efficiency 

From the energy efficiency perspective, a cloud computing data center can be defined as a pool of computing and 
communication resources organized in the way to transform the received power into computing or data transfer 
work to satisfy user demands. Only a part of the energy consumed by the data center gets delivered to the computing 
servers directly .A major portion of the energy is utilized to maintain interconnection links and network equipment 
operations. The rest of the electricity is wasted in the power distribution system, dissipates as heat energy, and used 
up by air-conditioning systems. In light of the above discussion, in Green Cloud, we distinguish three energy 
consumption components:  

(a) computing energy, 

 (b) communicational energy, and 

 (c) the energy component related to the physical infrastructure of a data center. 

B. Structure of the Simulator 

Green Cloud is an extension to the network simulator Ns2, which we developed for the study of cloud computing 
Environments. The Green Cloud offers users a detailed fine-grained modeling of the energy consumed by the 
elements of the data center, such as servers, switches, and links. Moreover, Green Cloud offers a thorough 
investigation of workload distributions. Furthermore, a specific focus is devoted on the packet-level simulations of 
communications in the data center infrastructure, which provide the finest-grain control and is not present in 
anycloud computing simulation environment. 
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Figure 1. Architecture of the Green Cloud   simulation environment 

 

C. Simulator components 

Servers (S) are the staple of a data center that are responsible for task execution. In Green Cloud, the server 
components implement single core nodes that have a preset on a processing power limit, associated size of the 
memory/storage resources, and contains different task scheduling mechanisms ranging from the simple round-robin 
to the sophisticated DVFS- and DNS-enabled. The servers are arranged into racks with a Top-of-Rack (ToR) switch 
connecting it to the access part of the network. The power model followed by server components is dependent on the 
server state and its CPU utilization. As reported in an idle server consumes about 66% of its fully loaded 
configuration. This is due to the fact that servers must manage memory modules, disks, I/O resources, and other 
peripherals in an acceptable state. Then, the power consumption increases with the level of CPU load linearly. As a 
result, the aforementioned model allows implementation of power saving in a centralized scheduler that can 
provision the consolidation of workloads in a minimum possible amount of the computing servers. Another option 
for power management is Dynamic Voltage/Frequency Scaling (DVFS), which introduces a tradeoff between 
computing performance and the energy consumed by the server. The DVFS is based on the fact that switching 
power in a chip decreases proportionally to V2*f. Moreover, voltage reduction requires frequency downshift. This 
implies a cubic relationship from f in the CPU power consumption. Note that server components, such as bus, 
memory, and disks do not depend on the CPU frequency. 

Therefore, the power consumption of an average server can be expressed as follows: 

                                    P = Pfixed+ Pf*f3  

 

 

Fig. 2 presents the server power consumption model implemented in Green Cloud. 
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The scheduling depends on the server load level and operating frequency, and aims at capturing the effects of both 
of the DVFS and DPM techniques. Switches and Links form the interconnection fabric that delivers workload to any 
of the computing servers for execution in a timely manner. The interconnection of switches and servers requires 
different cabling solutions depending on the supported bandwidth, physical and quality characteristics of the link. 
The quality of signal transmission in a given cable determines a tradeoff between transmission rate and the link 
distance, which are the factors defining the cost and energy consumption of the transceivers. The twisted pair is the 
most commonly used medium for Ethernet networks that allows organizing Gigabit Ethernet (GE) transmissions for 
up to 100 meters with the transceiver power consumed of around 0.4W or 10 GE links for up to 30 meters with the 
transceiver power of 6W. The twisted pair cabling is a low cost solution. However, for the organization of 10 GE 
links it is common to use optical multimode fibers. The multimode fibers allow transmissions for up to 300 meters 
with the transceiver power of 1W. On the4 other hand the fact that multimode fibers cost almost 50 times the twisted 
pair cost motivates the trend to limit the usage of 10 GE links to the core and aggregation networks as spending for 
the networking infrastructure may top 10-20% of the overall data center budget. The number of switches installed 
depends on the implemented data center architecture. However, as the computing servers are usually arranged into 
racks the most common switch in a data center is Top-of-Rack (ToR) switch. The ToR switch is typically placed at 
the top unit of the rack unit (1RU) to reduce the amount of cables and the heat produced. The ToR switches can 
support either gigabit (GE) or 10 gigabit (10GE) speeds. However, taking into account that 10 GE switches are more 
expensive and current capacity limitation of aggregation and core networks gigabit rates are more common for 
racks. Similar to the computing servers early power optimization proposals for interconnection network were based 
on DVS links. The DVS introduced a control element at each port of the switch that depending on the traffic pattern 
and current levels of link utilization could downgrade the transmission rate. Due to the comparability requirements 
only few standard link transmission rates are allowed, such as for GE links 10 Mb/s, 100 Mb/s, and 1Gb/s are the 
only options. On the other hand, the power efficiency of DVS links is limited as only a portion (3-15%) of the 
consumed power scales linearly with the link rate. As demonstrated by the experiments in [13] the energy consumed 
by a switch and all its transceivers can be defined as: 

                    Pswitch  =Pchasis+nlinecards⋅Plinecard+∑i=0nports.r⋅Pr ,       (2) 

Where Pchassisis related to the power consumed by the switch hardware, Plinecardis the power consumed by any 
active 

network line card, Prcorresponds to the power consumed by a port (transceiver) running at the rate r. In Eq. (2), only 
the last component appears to be dependent on the link rate while other components, such as Pchassisand 
Plinecardremain fixed for all the duration of switch operation. Therefore, Pchassisand Plinecardcan be avoided by 
turning the switch hardware off or putting it into sleep mode. This fact motivated a combination of DVS scheme 
with DNS (dynamic network shutdown) approach. The proposed Green Cloud simulator implements energy model 
of switches and links according to Eq. (2) with the values of power consumption for different elements taken in 
accordance as suggested in. The implemented powers saving schemes are: (a) DVS only, (b) DNS only, and (c) 
DVS with DNS. 

Workloads are the objects designed for universal modeling of various cloud user services, such as social networking, 
instant messaging, and content delivery. The execution of each workload object requires a successful completion of 
its two main components: (a) computational and (b) communicational. The computational component defines the 
amount computing resourced required to be provided by the computing server in MIPS or FLOPS and the duration 
in time for which these computing resources should be allocated. The communicational component of the workload 
defines the amount and the size of data transfers that must be performed before, during, and after the workload 
execution. It is composed of three parts: (a) the size of the workload, (b) the size of internal, and (c) the size of 
external to the data center communications. 
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The size of the workload defines the number of bytes that being divided into IP packets are required be transmitted 
from the core switches to the computing servers before a workload execution can be initiated. The size of external 
communications defines the amount of data required to be transmitted outside the data center network at the moment 
of task completion. However, the internal communications account for the workloads scheduled at different servers 
that have interdependencies. The internal communications specify the amount of data to be communicated with a 
randomly chosen server inside the data center at the moment of task completion. In fact, internal communication in 
the data center can account for as much as 70% of total data transmitted. An efficient and effective methodology to 
optimize energy consumption of interdependent workloads is to analyze the workload communication requirements 
at the moment of scheduling and perform a coupled placement of these interdependent workloads – a co-scheduling 
approach. The scheduling approach will reduce the number of links/switches involved into communication patterns. 
The workload arrival rate/pattern to the data center can be configured to follow a predefined distribution, such as 
Exponential or Pareto, or can be re-generated from traces log files. Furthermore, the trace-driven workload 
generation is designed to simulate more realistic workload arrival process capturing also intraday fluctuations , 
which may influence simulated results greatly. 

4. Open Challenges  

In this section, we identify key open problems that can be addressed at the level of management of system resources. 
Virtualization technologies, which Cloud computing environments heavily rely on, provide the ability to transfer 
VMs between physical nodes using live of offline migration. This enables the technique of dynamic consolidation of 
VMs to a minimal number of nodes according to current resource requirements. As a result, the idle nodes can be 
switched off or put to a power saving mode (e.g. sleep, hibernate) to reduce total energy consumption by the data 
center. In order to validate the approach, we have proposed several resource allocation algorithms discussed in 
Section 4 and evaluated them by extensive simulation studies presented in Section 5. Despite the energy savings, 
aggressive consolidation of VMs may lead to a performance degradation and, thus result in SLA violation. Our 
resource management algorithms effectively address the trade-off between energy consumption and performance 
delivered by the system.  

4.1 Energy-aware Dynamic Resource Allocation  

Recent developments in virtualization have resulted in its proliferation of usage across data centers. By supporting 
the movement of VMs between physical nodes, it enables dynamic migration of VMs according to QoS 
requirements. When VMs do not use all provided resources, they can be logically resized and consolidated on a 
minimal number of physical nodes, while idle nodes can be switched off. Currently, resource allocation in a Cloud 
data center aims to provide high performance while meeting SLA, without a focus on allocating VMs to minimize 
energy consumption. To explore both performance and energy efficiency, three crucial issues must be addressed. 
First, excessive power cycling of a server could reduce its reliability. Second, turning resources off in  a  dynamic 
environment is  risky from a  QoS  prospective. Due  to  the  variability of  the  workload and  aggressive 
consolidation, some VMs may not obtain required resources under peak load, so failing to meet the desired QoS. 
Third, ensuring SLA brings challenges to accurate application performance management in virtualized 
environments. A virtual machine cannot exactly record the timing behavior of a physical machine. This leads to the 
timekeeping problems resulting in inaccurate time measurements within the virtual machine, which can lead to 
incorrect enforcement of SLA. All these issues require effective consolidation policies that can minimize energy 
consumption without compromising the used-specified QoS requirements. To achieve this goal, we will develop 
novel QoS-based resources selection algorithms and mechanisms that optimize VM placements with the objective of 
minimizing communication overhead as described below. 
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4.2.QoS-based Resource Selection and Provisioning 

Data center resources may deliver different levels of performance to their clients; hence, QoS-aware resource 
selection plays an important role in Cloud computing. Additionally, Cloud applications can present varying 
workloads. It is therefore essential to carry out a study of Cloud services and their workloads in order to identify 
common behaviors, patterns, and explore load forecasting approaches that can potentially lead to more efficient 
resource provisioning and consequent energy efficiency. In this context, we will research sample applications and 
correlations between workloads, and attempt to build performance models that can help explore the trade-offs 
between QoS and energy saving. Further, we will investigate a new online approach to the consolidation strategy of 
a data center that allows a reduction in the number of active nodes required to process a variable workload without 
degrading the offered service level. The online method will automatically select a VM configuration while 
minimizing the number of physical hosts needed to support it. Moreover, another goal is to provide the broker (or 
consumers) with resource-selection and workload-consolidation policies that exploit the trade-offs between 
performance and energy saving. 

4.3 Optimization of Virtual Network Topologies 

In virtualized data centers VMs often communicate between each other, establishing virtual network topologies. 
However, due to VM migrations or non-optimized allocation, the communicating VMs may end up hosted on 
logically distant physical nodes providing costly data transfer between each other. If the communicating VMs are 
allocated to the hosts in different racks or enclosures, the network communication may involve network switches 
that consume significant amount of power. To eliminate this data transfer overhead and minimize power 
consumption, it is necessary to observe the communication between VMs and place them on the same or closely 
located nodes. To provide effective reallocations, we will develop power consumption models of the network 
devices and estimate the cost of data transfer depending on the traffic volume. As migrations consume additional 
energy and they have a negative impact on the performance, before initiating the migration, the reallocation 
controller has to ensure that the cost of migration does not exceed the benefit. 

4.4 Autonomic Optimization of Thermal states and Cooling System Operation 

A significant part of electrical energy consumed by computing resources is transformed into heat. High temperature 
leads to a number of problems, such as reduced system reliability and availability, as well as decreased lifetime of 
devices. In order to keep the system components within their safe operating temperature and prevent failures and 
crashes, the emitted heat must be dissipated. The cooling problem becomes extremely important for modern blade 
and 1-unit rack servers that lead to high density of computing resources and complicate heat dissipation. For 
example, in a 30,000 ft2 data center with 1000 standard computing racks, each consuming 10kW, the initial cost of 
purchasing and installing the infrastructure is $2-$5 million;  whereas  the  annual  costs  for  cooling  is  around  $4-
$8  million .  Therefore,  apart  from  the  hardware improvements, it is essential to optimize the cooling system 
operation from the software side. There has been work on modeling thermal topology of a data center that can lead 
to more efficient workload placement . The new challenges include how and when to reallocate VMs to minimize 
power drawn by the cooling system, while preserving safe temperature of the resources and minimizing migration 
overhead and performance degradation. 

We will investigate and develop a new thermal-management algorithm that monitors the thermal state of physical 
nodes and reallocate workload (VMs) from the overheated nodes to other nodes. In this case, the cooling systems of 
heated nodes can be slowed down, allowing natural power dissipation. We will develop an approach that leverages 
the temperature variations between different workloads, and swap them at an appropriate time to control the 
temperature. In addition, hardware level thermal management techniques, such as Dynamic Voltage and Frequency 
Scaling (DVFS) of modern processors,  can  lower  the  temperature  when  it  surpasses the  thermal  threshold.  As  
noted  in  our  recent  work  these mechanisms can be effectively used whenever the QoS of hosted applications does 
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not require processors to operate in full capacity [9]. We will extend it for a case where multiple diverse applications 
with different QoS requirements share the system simultaneously. 

4.5 Efficient Consolidation of VMs for Managing Heterogeneous Workloads 

Cloud  infrastructure  services  provide  users  with  the  ability  to  provision  virtual  machines  and  allocate  any  
kind  of applications on them. This leads to the fact that different types of applications (e.g., enterprise, scientific, 
and social network applications) can be allocated on one physical computer node. However, it is not obvious how 
these applications can influence each other, as they can be data, network or compute intensive thus creating variable 
or static load on the resources. The problem is to determine what kind of applications can be allocated to a single 
host that will provide the most efficient overall usage of the  resources. Current approaches to  energy efficient 
consolidation of VMs in  data centers do not investigate the problem of combining different types  of workload. 
These approaches usually focus on one particular workload type or do not consider different kinds of applications 
assuming uniform workload. In contrast to the previous work, we propose an intelligent consolidation of VMs with 
different workload types. A compute intensive (scientific) application can be effectively combined with a web-
application (file server), as the former mostly relies on CPU performance, whereas the latter utilises disk storage and 
network bandwidth. We will investigate which particular kind of applications can be effectively combined and what 
parameters influence the efficiency; and develop resource allocation algorithms for managing them. This knowledge 
can be applied to energy efficient resource management strategies in data centers to achieve more optimal allocation 
of resources and, therefore, improve utilization of resources and reduce energy consumption. For the resource 
providers, optimal allocation of VMs will result in higher utilization of resources and, therefore, reduced operational 
costs. End-users will benefit from decreased prices for the resource usage 

5. Conclusion  

In this paper we presented a simulation environment for energy-aware cloud computing data centers. Green cloud is 
designed to capture details of the energy consumed by datacenter components as well as packet-level 
communication patterns between them. The simulation results obtained for two-tier, three-tier, and three-tier high-
speed data center architectures demonstrate applicability and impact from the application of different power 
management schemes like voltage scaling or dynamic shutdown applied on the computing as well as on the 
networking components. 
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